IDENTIFY YOUR WINCH TYPE

4000-STYLE ALUMINUM
(#94000B)
(#SNAVWBWINCHCP)

4000-STYLE STEEL
(#4000E)

3000-STYLE STEEL
(#3000N)

ASPEC27
(ASPEC08 model had no brass block. Use this as replacement)

***NO LONGER AVAILABLE! CONTACT SNA SPORTS FOR OPTIONS***

***The original #94000B Winch had a single loop at the bottom location, and the original #WINCHCP had loops at the top and middle location. Current models have all 3 loops. This winch carries a limited lifetime warranty.***

***Both the 4000-style steel winch and the 3000-style winch are out of warranty and no longer available. Replacement is the 4000 Aluminum which is covered by a limited lifetime warranty.***

Crank Handle Mounting Plates differ.
- long rectangle is 4000 Aluminum
- diamond-shaped is 4000 Steel
- small rectangle with bolts above is 3000

Brass Block